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THE STORY

At three o’clock in the afternoon a young woman is killed in a country cottage. A double barrelled shotgun has been fired full in her face.

Detective Inspector Gregory and Sergeant Conway soon discover that the cottage is owned by a Mrs. Ann Rogers. They trace her husband, an artist Howard Rogers, to his studio flat in Chelsea. Prior to their call Rogers was making love to his beautiful young model, Serena Vaughan; she slips out through the French windows as the police arrive.

Rogers reveals that he has been separated from his wife Ann for three years but cannot be divorced as she is a staunch Roman Catholic. He tells the police that at the time of the shooting he was with Serena at a farm fifty miles from the cottage. Rogers accompanies the police to the mortuary to identify the body where he states emphatically that it is not that of his wife.

The police and Rogers return to his studio and find Ann there. When told of the murder she exclaims that the victim must have been Claire Matthews, her friend and companion.

Inspector Gregory is anxious to interview Serena but she is missing from her lodgings. Ann establishes her own alibi by saying she has been to the theatre and produces the ticket stub to prove it. Rogers suggests that Ann is in danger and it is agreed that she stays at the studio with police protection.

Gregory visits the solicitor to Ann’s step-father, who has recently died, and learns that she has been left a large sum of money in the will. Meanwhile the police discover that some clothing belonging to Serena has been taken from the river near Chelsea.

Later that day at the studio Ann is frightened by an intruder who tries to force his way in. She faints and the intruder escapes. Rogers accuses the Inspector of being lax in his efforts to protect Ann and that he has decided to take his wife abroad for safety.

Next morning Rogers and Ann are preparing to leave for the airport in a police car that the Inspector has put at their disposal. Sergeant Conway arrives with Mr. Fisher, the solicitor, who acknowledges Rogers but completely ignores Ann.

As the car drives off the Inspector tells Mr. Fisher that although Rogers and Ann think they are going to the Airport, they are really on their way to Scotland Yard. The solicitor asks who the girl with Rogers is, as he knows that it is not Ann Rogers. The Inspector tells him it is really Serena Vaughan who murdered the real Mrs. Rogers and has been posing as her since the murder. She invented the character Claire Matthews to put the police off the scent. Her gain, Howard Rogers, her lover and the chance of getting Ann’s inheritance. Her downfall, Policewoman Scott, who had seen her coming out of church and blessing herself, the wrong way—with her left hand. As Ann Rogers, Serena had her hair cut short but as Serena she wore a long black wig.
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